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AN ANALYSIS OF THE INTERDEPENDENCE BETWEEN SERVICE AND GOOD-PRODUCING SECTORS 

by Kenichi Miyazawa 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are two opposing views on the relationship between the 

goods-producing sector and the.service sector, and this divergence 

of views has an important meaning in light of the recent growth of 

service sectors in the economy. In the orthodox view (and probably 

in Marxian theory), service activities have only secondary stand-

ing after goods-producing activities; the income of the former is 

seen as derived from the income of the latter, i.e., a "redistri-

bution of income" originated in goods-producing activities. 

The distinction between "productive11 and "unproductive" 

labors employed by A. Smith, and the concept of surplus value em-

ployed by K. Harx, express some of the earliest typical views of 

these orthodox approaches. On the other hand, modern economics 

treats service activities on an equal basis as goods-producing 

activities, since many services have the same utility as goods 

and thus have value in the market in terms of the exchange 

mechanism in the national economy. 

The methods of modern economics emphasize the demand factor 

by making much of the concepts of utility and exchange, whereas the 
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orthodox methods stress the supply factor by attaching importance 

to the production-relationship. The contrast between the two, i.e., 

modern economics taking a unified view of goods and services, while 

the orthodox method overlooks the two-dimensional relation in pro-

duction and service activities, is thus very clear. 

These differences have been reflected in the opposing stand-

points of the 11national economic accounting systems 11 in the present 

day. The so-called SNA, i.e., the System of National Accounts of 

the United Nations, employed for the economic accounts of many 

capitalistic countries, includes both income from service activities 

and income from goods-producing activities as part of the National 

Income. On the other hand, the so-called MPS, i.e., Material Product 

System, employed by the economic accounts in socialistic countries, 

does not include service income as part of the National Income or 

National Products. 

The one-dimensional approach to the income-concept adopted by 

SNA has superiority in the broad treatment of problems. But if 

incomes from both goods-producing and service activities have an 

internal relationship rather than a parallel one, we must take this 

into account together with the modern economics concept. 

In this paper we shall present some linkage for the gaps · 

just described and formulate the interdependent models of the goods-

producing sector and the service sector both by methods of income 

analysis and of input-output analysis with some tentative empirical 

illustrations. 
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II. INCOME AND EMPLOYl:lENT ANALYSIS OF INTERDEPENDENCY OF TWO SECTORS. 

Denoting by ! the national income defined by the usual SNA 

concept, we divide Y into two components: Y , the income from the - p 

goods-producing activities, and Y , the income from the service s 

activities, i.e., 

y = y + y 
p s (1) 

where Y may be regarded as the national income defined by the MPS p 

concept. If we define .9.. as the propensity to consume services, then 

the demand for services, i.e., qY, must be equal to the supply of 

services in equilibrium and we have 

y = qY s 

Substituting (1) in (2) , we get 

y = 9. 
s 1 - q 

y 
p 

(2) 

(3) 

This equation (3) demonstrates that the level of service-income 

Y depends on two factors: the activity level of goods-production s 

and the propensity to consume services. The first factor reflects 

the correlation of the level of service activities with the level 

of goods-producing activities so that the latter determines the 

former as argued by the orthodox economists. As shown by the 

equation, service activities will expand with a higher level of 

activities in goods production. The second factor reflects the 

structure of demand as asserted by many modern economists. Since 

the income-elasticity of demand for services is greater than that 

for goods, the degree of growth in the service sector would depend 

on the order of increase in the propensity to consume services. 

Higher propensity would generate a higher level of service activities. 
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The form of expression (3) is very similar to the Keynesian 

multiplier equation, and in effect we can interpret it as the 

result of the propagation process caused by the goods-producing 

activities through the expenditure of income. Justification for 

the existence of formula (3) as a result of the multiplier process 

follows. First~ we make three assumptions: (i) the propensity 

to consume services .9.. plus the propensity to consume goods .E. plus 

the propensity to saving ~ are equal to one; (ii) saving equals 

investment in ex post; and (iii) the level of goods production 

equals Y in ex post. Given these assumptions, the following pro-p 

pagation processes can be worked out: 

income from 
goods-production ,Y 

! p 

total 

supply l 
of goods I 

II 
demand j' 
for g:ods 

saving 

Consumption of 
goods 

Consumption 
of services 

income from 
service activities 

National product y y + y 
p s 

= -~q-Y 
1 - q p 

= g y 
1 - q p 

1 y 
1 - q p 

I = y p 

-demand for 
services 

II 

supp:y of J 
services 
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Of course, the convergence conditions are generally verified by the 

assumption that the values of _g_, E. and s are each less than one. 

We could define the multiplier 1 ~ q as the "expansion 

multiplier of service activities" accompanied by the multiplicand 

Y • Thus formula (3) interpreted as a multiplier equation may be 
p 

one means of connecting the orthodox view of the relationship between 

goods and services with the modern Keynesian expenditure viewpoint. 

In any event the growth of the service sector must be explained in 

terms of both demand and production. 

The last line of the above table, i.e., the equation on 

1 national product, Y = --- Y , can also be obtained in another 1 - q p 

way, namely, by substituting (2) in (1). This national product 

equation gives us a relationship between the national income defined 

by SNA (i.e., Y) and the national income defined by MPS (i.e., Y ) . 
p 

Some popular explanations for growth of the service sector 

in recent years are often expressed in terms of employment rather 

than in terms of income. Our formula (3), expressed in terms of the 

income base, could be transformed into the employment base so that 
y 

where L s' L p are levels 

L s 

of 

the goods-producing sector 

q -12. L 
1 - q y p s 

employment in the 

respectively, and 

stand for the productivity of each sector. 

(3a) 

service sector and 
y y 

s -12. ys =- ' yp = L L s p 

1 According to A. S. Dhalla, in an attempt to explain the 

relatively faster growth of employment in the service sector, 

three main approaches have been considered, namely: (1) income 

in 
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and expenditure approach, (2) productivity approach, and (3) employ-

ment approach. These three approaches can be displayed in unified 

form with our formula (3a). 

The first element in (3a), i.e. 1 ~ q , shows a demand factor 

that reflects the degree of income-elasticities in demand for 

services, as typically argued by Colin Clark and others. 2 The 

second element, y /y , explains employment growth in services through p s 

a relatively slower growth of productivity in the service sector, 

3 as pointed out mainly by V. Fuchs. And the third element, L , shows p 

that growth of service employment is a function of the growth of 
4 manufacturing employment, as argued especially by W. Galenson. 

These conventional explanations of employment growth in the service 

sector are often considered in isolation rather than in conjunction, 

but our formula (3a) ties together the above three main approaches 

in a generalized pattern, 

Now, we return to formula (3), proved in terms of income 

base, in order to examine its character and economic meanings. At 

least four points should be noted preliminary to a generalized 

analysis based on the above formula. 

First, in order to understand our formula (3) as one of the 

multiplier equations, we have to assume that the component of the 

multiplier, i.e., _q, is independent of the multiplicand Y; p 

similarly, the multiplier formula in general must make this 

assumption. However, the assumption does not hold for our case. 

In the modern industrial society, the value of Y includes costs 
p 

such as advertisement and information, and the sum of these expen-

ditures by firms influences the value of _g_, as asserted by 
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K. Galbraith in terms of "dependence effects" or a shift from 

11 accepted sequence" to 11 revised sequence" in the relation between 

demand and production in the markets of modern industrial society. 5 

As we can see in the comment by R. Solow on Galbraith, the effects 

of advertising by various firms may offset each other. Still, we 

cannot overlook the existence of such effects. At any rate, this 

problem leads naturally to the next point. 

Second, the value of Y in (3) shows income originating in the 
p 

.goods-producing sector. To be sure, Y is value-added by manufacturing p 

industries, but not received in the same industries. And Y contains p 

not only costs of advertisement and information, but also interest 

costs, rent carriage, insurance rates, etc. These costs then will 

be transferred from the goods-producing sector to the "tertiary sector" 

as income. The increasing trend toward such income-transfer coincides 

with the fact that growth in the goods-producing industries reflects 

increased activities in the service sector. 

Then, denoting by ..'.£. this transfer of income from goods-producing 
I 

to service sector, and by Yp income received in the goods sector, we get 

y = y - T 
p p 

Here Y is income as defined by the MPS concept, whereas Y is the p p 

income of the goods-producing sector in the usual sense employed 

by national accounts in capitalistic countries. 
I 

Denoting by Y s 

the income 0£ service sector in the ordinary sense, namely, on an 

income received base, then we have 

So, if we put a 

following form: 

y y + T 
s s 

' = T/Y , formula (3) would be rewritten in the p 

(4) 
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where a may be viewed as the ratio of transfer income. This 

revised formula (4) is expressed in terms of an "income-received 

base,;r and not an "income-originating base" as was the case in the 

previous formula (3). In this new expression, the fundamental 

assumption of independence between the components of the multiplier 

and the multiplicand may also be improved. An increase in para-

meter a i.e., the ratio of transfer income, will induce the increase 
I 

of Y , namely, the income of the service sector in the income-s 

received base. 

If we stand on the income-received base, the equation of the 

growth of service employment must also be rewritten as follows: 
Y' 

L q + a _E_ L (4a) 
s 1 - q i p y 

s 

where the definitions of productivity for each sector are revised 
Y' v Y' 

as y = s y = _E_ respectively. s L p L s s 

The tendency toward increase in the parameter a could be 

illustrated by Table 1 of M. Shinohara's work. 6 Figures of Column 

(a) in the Table indicate the gross value-added in manufactures 

according to Industry Census statistics which show the manufactures' 

income in the income-originating base; whereas Column (b) reflects 

the income of the manufacturing sector by Income Statistics which 

show the manufactures' income in the income-received base. The 

increasing tendency toward discrepancy in both sets of figures 

in the table clearly discloses one reason for the growth of the 

service sector in recent years. 



Date 

1952 

S3 

S4 

SS 

56 

S7 

S8 

S9 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 
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It may be worth noting that the recent growth tendency of 

service sectors is usually calculated on an income-received base 

and not on an income-originating base. Then, if we choose the 

latter base, namely (3) instead of (4)~ or (3a) instead of (4a), 

the weight of goods-producing activities would be larger than is 

usually estimated. 

TABLE 1. Discrepancy in Manufactures' Income Between 
Census and Income Statistics 

(a) Gross value-added (b) Income of manufactures 
in manufactures (by Income Statistics) 
(by industry census) 

hundred million yen hundred million yen 

13,000 11,629 

16,864 13,092 

18,9S9 1S,3S8 

20,986 lS,348 

2S,437 18,S7S 

29,S22 24,082 

31,748 24,SS6 

38,467 27,138 

S0,348 36,390 

61,898 44,2S7 

71,SOS 49,81S 

81,709 SS,S09 

94,619 63,93S 

Industry 

Source: M. Shinohara, Sangyokozoron (Industrial Structure), Tokyo, 1966. 

Figures in column (a) show the manufactures' income in 11 income-originating 
base," and those in column (b) show the manufactures' income in "income-
received base." 

(b) 
(a) 

% 

89.S 

77.6 

81.0 

73.l 

73.0 

81.6 

77 .3 

70.S 

72.3 

71.S 

69.1 

67.9 

67.6 
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Third, the relationship between the growth of the service sector 

and the activity level of the goods-producing sector suggests that 

the latter determines the fonner, but this may represent only one 

side of the problem. The other side, showing that service activities 

determine the level of goods-producing activities, also exists, 

particularly if we take into account the development of information-

service industries in recent years. The importance of information-

service industries is great enough that it is not longer possible to 

regard them as merely an accessory of goods-producing activities. 

Rather we must recognize information-service industries as a neces-

sary and important part of the modern economy. We leave the dis-

cussion on this problem to other works and instead consider the 

twofold interaction betwc;;en these sectors from some other standpoint. 

Fourth, the approach to income analysis as shown in the formulae 

(3) and (4) hava one limitation, namely, they treat services only 

as final products. If these many scYvices did constitute final 

products, we could put forr'1ard an a:-1alysis in income terms. It is 

true, however, that the growth of intcrmedi~te services in their 

magnitude and their content is a characteristic of the modern 

industrial society. It is thu:3 im)Ortant to examine the intermediate 

services, not only because of their own significance, but also 

because of the interactions betwr:.en goods and service sectors and 

between final and inte-:::medL1te pro;:il!cts. The next section presents 

a tentative approach based oE an :I.nrut-outµut analysis by which we 

can clarify some of these points. 
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III. INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS OF INTERDEPENDENCY OF TWO SECTORS 

As an extension of the input-output analysis, we previously intro-

duced a formula of partitioned matrix multipliers showing the interaction 

7 among two or more strategic industry groups. The method employed there-

in is to partition off the original Leontief inverse in terms of the 

combined effects of "internal multipliers," "external multipliers," 

and their "induced sub-matrix multipliers." Such an internal-and-

external matrix multiplier model well may be applied to our present prob-

lems, because the usual Leontief inverse tells us only the ultimate total 

effects but not the disjoined effects separating into partial multipliers. 

We will reproduce a summarized version of these theoretical ideas and 

then introduce empirical illustrations showing some international compar-

isons on the interaction between the goods-producing and the service 

sectors. 

We divide ~ industries in the usual input-output table into two 

subgroups designated P sector (goods-producing) which consists of 1 in-

dustries, and S sector (service) which consists of m industries. Then 

the n x n matrix of input coefficients is 

1 m 

A 1 + m = n 

where P and P1 are submatrices of coefficients showing the input of P 

sector's products in the P and S sectors respectively, and s1 and S are 

submatrices of coefficients showing the input of S sector's products 

in the P and S sectors respectively. Among these submatrices, P and 
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8 square and P1 and s1 are rectangular. 

Since the n x n Leontief inverse 
-1 R = (I - A) 

tells us only the total ultimate effect but not the disjoined interde-

pendence of the above two activities, we must introduce some device 

consisting of partitioned matrix multipliers. In order to solve this 

problem, we decompose the elements of the Leontief inverse into three 

aspects of propagation as follows: 

(i) Internal propagation activHies inside the goods-producing 

sector's industries. This aspect will be shown as the "internal 

matrix multiplier11 of the P sector (having order 1 x 1): 

B = (I - P)-l 

(ii) Internal propagation activities inside the service sector's 

industries. This aspect will also be shown as the "internal matrix 

rnultiplier11 of the S sector (having order m x m): 

T - (I - S)-l 

(iii) Intersectoral propagation activities between the P and 

S sectors' industries. This aspect will be shown as four rectangular 

sub-matrix-multipliers which naturally follow from the operation of 

internal multipliers B and T: 

B1 = s1B ... S-goods input in P sector induced by 

internal propagation in P sector's 

industries (m x 1). 

B2 BP1 ... internal propagation in P sector's 

industries induced by P-goods input 

in S sector (1 x m). 
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T1 P1T ... P-goods input in S sector induced by 

internal propagation in S sector's 

industries (1 x m). 

T2 = TS1 ... internal propagation in S sector's 

industries induced by S-goods input 

in P sector (m x 1). 

These four sub-multipliers reveal the coefficients of induced effects on 

output or input activities between two sectors and are called the 

production-generating process in succession. 

(iv) The above three aspects of the interaction process natur-

ally lead to another intersectoral multiplier that we could call the 

"external matrix multipliers" of the P and S sectors according to their 

economic meanings. If we select the coefficient of the induced effect 

on production (i.e., B2 and T.2 ) as the base, then they will take the form 
-1 L = (I - B2T2) 

K (I - T B )-l 
2 2 

Of course L, the external matrix multiplier of the P sector, has the 

order 1 x .!_, and K, the external matrix multiplier of the S sector, has 

the order ~ x ~' because the multiplications of rectangular matrices 

k h . 9 ma e t e new square matrices. 

(v) Now then, we have arrived at the fact that the total of 

the propagation effects in the P and S sectors' industries, each gener-

ated by its own sector's activities, are expected to take the values LB 

and KT respectively, i.e., 11 the internal matrix multiplier" premulti-

plied by the "external matrix multiplier." So, if we assume 

KT H 

LB = N 
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then we can prove the following formula: 

·-l l B + B2MB1 B2M 

1

]\ 
R = (I - A) = \ -------'--·----->-

! 
'. MB1 M 
~-,.-

I 
I 

=I··· 
i 

N 

T + 

NT l J 
T2NT1 j 

In other words, we can break down the original Leontief inverse 

(R = (I - A)-1) in terms of the combined effects of internal and ex-

ternal matrix multipliers and their induced sub-matrix-multipliers 

(the proof omitted). From which it is easily seen that the combined 

effects in the P and S sectors originated each in its own sector's 

activities and can be written in the additive form B + B2MB1 or 

T + T2NT1 as well as the multiplied form LB or KT. 10 In any case, 

such analysis serves to elucidate some inherent properties of the 

interaction between the P and S sectors. 

An empirical application of our model was made for several 

countries by utilizing these countries' input-output tables, and the 

data arrangements and calculations were done by the staff of the 

Research Bureau of Economic Planning Agency of Japan. 

Table 2 is a summarized version indicating the interaction 

between P and S sectors and especia.lly emphasizing the relation 

between the cross-input-coefficients of the two sectors (i.e. A1 and 

s1) and the internal propagation in the goods-producing sector. By 

examining Table 2 -(1), we can see which country's goods-producing 

sector generates more service activity because the figures in the 

table show the coefficients of service-input generated by the 
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internal propagation of goods-producing sectors. They are obtained 

by adding up the values of B1 = s1B for each service sector. 

One feature of these figures is of particular interest. Among 

the total values in the last line of Table 2-(1), the figure for the 

United States is distinctly high. It totals 0.24, while values for 

the other countries are in the range of about 0.11 - 0.17. Among 

these other countries, Japan and West Germany have relatively higher 

values. Thus, the capacity of the industrial sector to induce service 

activity is greatest in the United States, followed by Japan and West 

Germany. Now, looking at the tables by category, we can see that 

the Trade ·category has a relatively high value in almost all of the 

countries cited above, but at the same time it may. be worth noting 

that the Other Services category in the United States also has signi-

ficant value. This shows that goods-producing activities, especially 

in the United States, have a significant effect upon the Other Services 

category as well as on Trade. 

On the other hand, Table 2-(2) tells us what sort of service 

sector has more influence on the internal propagation in goods-

producing activity, because these figures indicate the coefficients 

of internal propagation in the goods-producing sector induced by 

goods input in the service sector. The coefficients obtained by 

summing up the values of n2 = BP1 for each sector. 

Looking at the table by category, the figures for Transportation 

are highest in every country but the United States; thus that category 

has the greatest capacity to induce goods-producing activities. In 

the United States alone, the highest coefficient is found in the Other 
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INTERNAL MULTIPLIERS IN THE GOODS-PRODUCING SECTOR 

AND LEVEL OF SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

(1) Coefficients of Service-Input Induced by Internal Propagation 

in the Goods-Producing Sector 

Country United Japan West France Italy Holland Belgium 
States Germany 

Category (1958) (1960) (1960) (1959) (1959) (1959) (1959) 

Trade 0.0778 0.0687 0.0816 0.0300 0.0231 0.0496 0.0456 

Banking and 0.0130 0.0235 0.0159 0.0197 0.0333 0.0179 0.0158 Insurance 

Real Estate 0.0242 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Transportation 0.0490 0.0480 ( 0.0297 0.0340 0.0116 0.0354 
(0.0474 

Communication 0.0053 0.0100 ( 0.0054 0.0068 0.0072 0.0081 

Public 0.0135 0.0008 0.0078 0.0011 0.0000 0.0029 0.0000 Services 

Other 0.0549 0.0159 0.0084 0.0356 0.0125 0.0324 0.0185 Services 

All Service 0. 2377 0.1675 0.1611 0 .1216 0.1097 0.1216 0.1234 Sectors 
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Table 2 (cont'd.) 

(2) Coefficients of Internal Propagation in Goods-Producing Sector 

Induced by Input in Service Sector 

Country United Japan West France Italy Holland Belgium 
States Germany 

Category (1958) (1960) (1960) (1959) (1959) (1959) (1959) 

Trade 0.1526 0.2403 0.2365 0.1425 0.1699 0.2841 0.2886 

Banking and 0.0721 0.1937 0.1165 0.0846 0.0737 0.1588 0.1150 Insurance 

Real Estate 0.2719 0.3269 0.2874 0.0000 0.2125 0.4244 0.1480 

Transportation 0.2979 0.5873 ( 0.4114 0.3979 0.6082 0.5108 
(0.3375 

Communication 0.1242 0.3034 ( 0.1206 0.1490 0.1868 0.0931 

Public 0.1470 0.2346 0.0000 ( Services ( 

Other (0.1944 0.2320 0.3330 0.1501 

Services 0.5461 0.4507 0.2507 ( 

All Service 
Sectors 0.2211 0.3162 0.2167 0.1338 0.1710 0.3057 0.1908 
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Service category, and this fact, together with the above conclusions, 

suggestSthat the United States is the country having the most advanced 

"Service Economy. 11 Next, among total values in the last line of Table 

2-(2), that for Japan is the highest, but this is because of the rela-

tively high value of the internal multiplier in the goods-producing 

sector in Japan (on the average, the value for Japan amounts to 2.298, 

while for the United States it is 1.843 and for West Germany, 1.732). 

On the other hand, Japan's total value in the previous Table 2-(1) was 

not the highest because of the relatively low service-input coefficients 

in the goods producing sector (S1 ) in Japan. On the average, the value 

for Japan amounts to 7.3%; for the United States, 12.9%; and for West 

Germany, 9.3%. 

Viewing the service sector, we see that the sub-matrix-multipliers 

B1 and B2 operate on that sector in an indirect manner. Of course, 

the final propagation effect on the service sector itself may be shown 

by the value of M or by the separate values of T and K, namely, the 

internal and external multipliers of the service sector. The summarized 

values of the elements of T and K are given in Table 3, which shows the 

powers of dispersion of the service sector internally and externally. 

Table 3-(1) tells us the effects of internal propagation on the 

service sector starting from service-input in the service activities. 

By examining the values for each category in that table, it is apparent 

that the service sector in the United States has the greatest effects of 

internal propagation. The values for Japan are of about the same order 

as those for the European countries. Such internal propagation in the 

service sector leads in turn to circular repercussions on the service 
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sector itself through the goods-producing activities that start with the 

consumption of goods in the service sector. 

For example, the United States' Trade sector has an internal mul-

tiplier effect of 1.2362 on the average, and it leads to external reper-

cussions through goods-producing activities to the extent of an approx-

imate 2.68%-plus average. We see then that the total effect on the Trade 

sector is equal to 1.2362 x 1.0268 = 1.2693 on the average. Thus do the 

internal propagation patterns together with the external repercussion 

patterns depict the characteristics of intersectoral propagation in the 

service sector. 

Among the round-about external effects in Table 3-(2), the Trans-

portation sector has the highest values for all countries except the 

United States. Again, the United States alone finds its highest value 

in the Other Service category. This fact reinforces our conclusion 

that the United States of America is the country with the most advanced 

Service Economy f~om the viewpoint of the interaction of goods-producing 

activities and service activities. 

A comment is needed to evaluate the figures in the above tables 

because international standards for calculating input-output tables are 

not yet established. In particular, inconsistency in the arrangement 

of data from the service sector may lead to some estimation errors, and 

only rough international comparisons of figures can be achieved. This 

is because we are restricted, when citing the calculated figures~ to some 

summarized and aggregated values only. Under these circumstances, we 

must resign ourselves to the test of column sum or row sum values instead 

of using the details of cross-effects determined by testing the figures 

of elements in matrices themselves. 



Table 3. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MULTIPLIERS IN SERVICE SECTOR 

(1) Internal Multiplier of Service Sector 

~ntry United Japan West France Italy Holland Belgium 
Categ y States Germany 

Trade 1.2362 1.1459 1.1071 1.1801 1.0907 1.2479 1.0433 

Banking and Insurance 1.5427 1.2196 1.1001 1. 0640 1.0485 1.1358 1.0599 

Real estate 1.1578 1.0160 1.2146 1.0393 1.0520 1.1019 1.0177 

Transportation 1.2423 1.0192 ( 1. 2079 1.1589 1.2175 1.0684 
(1.0979 

Connnuni.cation 1.0873 1.0521 ( 1.1744 1.1656 1.0701 1.0655 

Public services 1.0987 1.0479 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
I 

0 Other services 1.3199 1.1788 1.1050 1. 0851 1.0426 1.0929 1.0514 N 
I 

-

(2) External Multiplier of Service Sector 

Trade 1.0268 1.0203 1.0250 1.0121 1.0138 1.0253 1.0159 

Banking and Insurance 1.0134 1.0248 1.0124 1. 0092 1.0062 1. 0157 1.0066 

Real estate 1.0519 1.0339 1. 0271 1.0000 1.0189 1.0355 1.0117 

Transportation 1.0501 1.0568 ( 1.0339 1.0309 1.0416 1.0289 
(1.0350 

Communication 1.0234 1.0379 ( 1. 0103 1.0125 1.0150 1.0059 

Public services 1. 0275 1.0245 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

Other services 1.0943 1.0467 1.0270 1.0181 1. 0195 1.0270 1.0092 
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8. This dividing of matrix means that we use the following system: 

PX + P1X + Y p s p 

s1x + sx + Y p s s 

Where X , X are output vectors of P and~ sector's industries, p s 

and Y , Y are the final demand vectors of the P and S sectors 
p s 

r.espectively. 
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9. Another formulation of the external matrix multipliers based 

on the coefficients of induced effect on intersectoral input 

activities (i.e., T1 and B1) could be 

L = (I - Tl Bl) 
-1 (1 x 1) 

K = (I - Bl Tl) 
-1 (m x m) 

We can prove the existence of the following relations: 

KT = TK 

LB BL 

10. Thus the separate intersectoral activities may be viewed in 

two ways: (a) the first expression of the formula shows it 

from the P sector viewpoint and (b) the second expression 

constitutes the S sector viewpoint. The solution of our 

system shown in Note 8 is stated as 

[ x 1 IB + BlIB1 B2Mj 3:-] x:J = l. MB1 M 

r- N 
NT1 J r~j = t T2N T + T2NT1 

\y 
L s 


